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Abstract

Although modest gains are observed in the number of African American, Mexican American, and Puerto Rican faculty in higher education institutions, systemic issues of underrepresentation and retention remain problematic. This article describes how historically underrepresented minority (URM) faculty in Predominantly White Institutions perceive discrimination and illustrates the ways in which discriminatory institutional practices—such as microaggressions—manifest and contribute to unwelcoming institutional climates and workplace stress. Using a mixed methods approach, including survey data and individual and group interviews, findings show that respondents (n = 543) encounter racial discrimination from colleagues and administrators; experience discrimination differently based on their race/ethnicity and gender; and report difficulties in describing racist encounters. Qualitative data reveal three themes that inform the survey results on perceived discrimination: (1) blatant, outright, subtle, and insidious racism; (2) devaluation of scholarly contributions, merit, and skillset by colleagues and administrators; and (3) the burden of “representing minorities,” or a “racial/ethnic tax.” Propositions for how to change unwelcoming environments and create safe spaces for professional development to reduce the adverse effects of discrimination among URM faculty are discussed.

Introduction

Within academia, the intertwined effects of racism, sexism, and classism contribute to an unwelcoming and often hostile work environment for historically underrepresented minority (URM) faculty, particularly within the context of the so-called postracial era (Bonilla-Silva 2009; Turner, Gonzalez, and Wood 2008). As universities pursue diversity hiring initiatives to mitigate the white, patriarchal hegemony of academia, studies report the limited extent to which higher education institutions have gone beyond mere “talk” to reach critical levels of diversity (Gutiérrez y Muhs et al. 2012; Henderson and Herring 2013). Few studies have explored how the intersecting identities of
race/ethnicity, gender, and class among URM faculty influence perceptions of discrimination in workplace interactions and its potential impact on retention. A more profound inquiry investigating how perceived discrimination and institutional racism impact career success among URM faculty remains underexamined (Agathangelou and Ling 2002; Bell, Marrow, and Tastsoglou 1999). The omission of intersecting identities in research on discrimination represents an important knowledge limitation (Hill-Collins 2015; Ridgeway 2014). The focus on one single attribute such as race/ethnicity fails to acknowledge that “individuals frequently occupy more than one socially (dis)advantaged status and that these statuses may interact to shape their experiences” (Lewis, Cogburn, and Williams 2015: 419). Neglecting to acknowledge the impact of intersecting identities in higher education masks racism and discrimination behind what appears to be, and is promoted as, impersonal and fair standard operating procedures or embedded social and organizational norms.

Our study sample includes African American, Mexican American, and Puerto Rican faculty, groups that are underrepresented in academia relative to their proportion of the U.S. population. Modest gains have been made over the past few decades in terms of numbers. For example, the percentage of African American faculty increased from 3.2 percent in 1988 to 5.0 percent in 2010, and the percentage of Hispanic faculty increased from 2.4 percent to 3.6 percent during the same period. The percentage of black and Hispanic faculty who earned tenure and promotion to full professorship, however, has remained relatively stagnant during the last three decades (U.S. Department of Education 2011). In fall 2013, these groups in total represented about 11 percent of faculty (U.S. Department of Education 2015), yet together constitute over one-third of the U.S. population.

This article describes the perceptions of discriminatory incidents by URM faculty respondents that contribute to unwelcoming climates and workplace stress experienced by underrepresented minority faculty in predominantly white institutions (PWI). Two major questions guide this inquiry: (1) What types (racial/ethnic, gender, or class) of discrimination are most likely to be encountered? and (2) Do perceptions of discrimination differ based on racial/ethnic, gender, or class identity? Specifically, we explore the ways in which URM faculty perceive institutional racism in PWI.

The White Racial Frame and the Crisis of Legitimacy: Microaggressions in the Ivory Tower

We use the concept of White Racial Framing to contextualize the microaggressions URM faculty encounter in university settings. White racial framing is defined as a set of beliefs, stereotypes, sincere fictions, and emotionally driven actions that collectively reinforce a racial hierarchy of white dominance and superiority over non-whites. An individual may espouse this body of beliefs (consciously or unconsciously), or it can characterize institutional practices. In the latter case, when this framing is embedded in an institution, then aspects of organizational culture, routinized interactions, and/or discrimination can maintain racial/ethnic inequities (Feagin 2006). For example, in a study of elite law schools, Moore (2008) illustrates how white racial framing shapes perceptions of URM students as unfit for the legal field, constructs curriculum that centralizes whiteness, and compels URM law students to engage in emotion management to address feelings of frustration in response to racial issues. These underlying beliefs, attitudes, and stereotypes promote institutional racism that can permeate the way an institution functions; “allow Whites to collude in or rationalize the systemic processes that facilitate and maintain ongoing racial privilege and inequality… [and] obscure attention to the existence and consequences of these deep structural inequalities” (Wingfield and Feagin 2012: 144).

We argue that these institutionalized processes establish a context for the microaggressions that URM faculty encounter, and facilitate the crisis of legitimacy (Feagin 2013; Moore 2008; Turner, Gonzalez, and Wood 2008). Accordingly, the crisis of legitimacy is based on three unfounded, implicit assumptions and perceptions regarding URM faculty: (1) their scholarship is “biased” (Stanley 2007); (2) they are undeserving benefactors of affirmative action (Turner and Myers 2000); and (3) they do not “look” or “act” the part of a professional (Harlow 2003). These challenges are embedded in daily work stress that includes negative racial images and stereotypes that
denigrate URM faculty, while simultaneously exalting their white counterparts. Often, white individuals pretend not to notice differences and/or minimize racism in an attempt to explain that “color” was not involved in actions taken (Bonilla-Silva 2009; 29; Sue et al. 2007). This belief in color blindness is deeply entrenched in organizational practices that deny equal access and opportunities (Wingfield and Alston 2014). To the point, non-URM faculty is conditioned and rewarded for remaining unaware of how their beliefs and actions may unfairly oppress people (Sue 2004), and the resultant institutional climate ultimately denies URM faculty their earned status as legitimate professionals and an equal opportunity to achieve career success.

Inhospitable Environments: Fostering Daily Microaggressions

Unspoken values and beliefs produce inhospitable environments and foster daily microaggressions that affect URM faculty, especially in research-extensive universities. Scholars acknowledge the presence of racism and have developed taxonomies to address its more subtle forms, which range from microaggressions to acute and chronic discrimination. Sue et al. (2007) conceptualize stressors in terms of racial microaggressions, which are defined as “brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioral, and environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative racial slights and insults to the target person or group” (273). Other scholars categorize discrimination in terms of acute and chronic racial discrimination (Harnois and Ifatunj 2011; Pager and Shepherd 2008; Sewell 2015; Williams and Mohammed 2009). Acute racial discrimination is responsible for a wide variety of incidents including being denied promotion, being denied employment, or being discouraged by a teacher. Chronic racial discrimination or daily microaggressions play a role in the frequency with which everyday discrimination is experienced. This includes being treated with less respect and living in an environment of fear, insults, threats, or harassment. Further, discrimination can make an individual feel unintelligent, dishonest, or inferior.

Essien (2003) described how racial/ethnic minority law school faculty professors experienced both visible and invisible barriers which crippled their chances of succeeding in academia. Visible barriers included “being told directly by a senior colleague to withdraw one's candidacy for tenure, or by an associate dean that ‘We do not want you to contribute your time and efforts to help in the development of the new journal you established under the grant’” (68). Invisible barriers involved subtle and indirect actions and omissions that undermined personal and professional development, such as being burdened with committee work, left out of the information loop, and not being mentored. Differences in invisible barriers have also been reported in the areas of service and guidance by intersecting race, ethnicity, and gender identity. Scholars contend that in order for women to convey femininities” due to racialized gendered boundaries as in the case of Chicana attorneys (García-López and Segura 2008). Moreover, “doing” the professional role often requires one to perform both masculinity and whiteness (Carbado and Gulati 2013; Cheney and Ashcraft 2007; Rivera, Forquer, and Rangel 2010). Studies show that black female faculty were more likely than black males to report that faculty meetings and committee work were sources of stress, were more likely to give academic and personal support to their students (Griffin, Bennett, and Harris 2011a), were less likely to agree that colleagues in their department valued their research or teaching (Griffin et al. 2011b), and more likely to use words such as “expectation” and “pressure” to describe service obligations than words like “volunteer” and “voluntary.” High service demands and scrutiny, combined with assumptions of illegitimacy, may also contribute to the daily policing of their appearance (Costello 2004) and their own hypervigilance about the presentation of sensitive materials in their classrooms which seemingly help them cope and minimize the assaults on their credentials and authority.

Building on this corpus of work that shows systemic exposure to institutional racism results in deleterious effects, we assess the ways URM faculty define and interpret their institutional experiences. Emphasis is placed on the ways that systemic processes in the university—for example, expectations for diversity service, and the value attached to various types of scholarship—can adversely affect URM faculty (Bell and Nkomo 2003; Browne and Misra 2003; Wingfield and Feagin 2012). While prior research establishes a context for the strong presence of multiple forms of institutional racism in academia, we attend to the ways in which the institutional climate facilitates an inhospitable
workplace, and consider how URM faculty responses and reactions to these slights are informed by their coconstituted, historically situated identities (Hill-Collins 2015; Ridgeway 2014). This study fills a gap in the literature on discriminatory practices and attitudes of academic professionals and compares the experiences of three distinct historically underrepresented groups. These data can inform institutional policies and practices to create more inclusive and welcoming climates that will increase the presence and retention of URM faculty. To our knowledge, this is the first study that includes a significant sample of three URM groups of prestigious professionals, the professoriate, and socioeconomic status data on family of origin.

Methods

Data are drawn from a mixed methods study of URM faculty at research-extensive PWI. Three sources of data are employed: web-based survey responses ($n = 485$); individual and group interviews ($n = 58$); and survey comments.

While URM faculty largely experience the academy as an unwelcoming environment, the extent to which this is the case and the toll it takes varies by intersectional race/ethnic status, gender, and class. Although scale data provide an overview of the frequency of discriminatory experiences and perceived level of impact, what is not revealed by numeric data is the context and types of incidents that can be categorized as discriminatory practices. Individual and group interview data yield insightful narratives on how respondents experienced and witnessed discriminatory practices in white spaces.

Interpretative Context: The Lived Experiences of Discriminatory Practices

Discrimination has many expressions fueled by unintentional, implicit, and unquestioned assumptions. The respondents provided descriptions of a range of discriminatory incidents around three themes: blatant, outright, subtle, and insidious racism; devaluation of their scholarship and credentials; and a “representing” burden or a “racial/ethnic tax” (Griffin, Bennett, and Harris 2011a). Quotes were selected that captured the sentiments of the majority of the respondents. Importantly, the narratives reveal that many of the discriminatory processes respondents encountered persist across racial/ethnic, gender, and class lines.

Racism: Blatant, Subtle, and Insidious

Many respondents reported outright, blatant discriminatory practices, while some respondents reported more subtle and nuanced forms of racism that made it difficult to assess whether they were actually experiencing racism or what identity status was responsible for the discrimination they were facing. Overt examples indicated a strong lack of knowledge, awareness, and sensitivity among non-URM colleagues at their institutions and an overall degree of tolerance for blatant racism at the departmental and institutional levels. The following two quotes illustrate this point:

So [a professor] called me in his office and this was—I was stunned. He said well, first I need to let you know I can't deal with the black thing. He said I'm from the rural South..... and I still have some prejudices. (African American, male)
I was on the search committee with some [faculty], and my friend and colleague's name was in the pool. And so one of the White colleagues said, “Oh, wow. He's a Black guy and he can do math.” And I was like, “Why do you think that’s okay to make a statement like that?” (African American, female)

Discriminatory experiences of observing exclusionary and quota system practices on one hand, and a diversity rhetoric on the other, take a powerful toll on the emotional resources of respondents. The emotional labor invested in witnessing and coping with these practices creates a productivity taxation that indubitably effects retention, tenure, and promotion. These encounters occur on a regular basis. One respondent describes her experience on a faculty search committee. She states:

I was one of five members on the committee, and the most racist person in the department was selected to chair the committee. I don't know why. But he said to us, in a closed committee meeting, at the very beginning of the search, that we did not need to really consider any of the African American candidates, because as a university in the south, we were already over-serving Black people. (Mexican American, female)

This narrative is repeated by many participants. It can be referred to as the “minimum “approach. The resistance to hiring more than one underrepresented minority in a department is outright discrimination, yet tolerated by many faculty. One respondent discusses how we need “to stop the quota system on us.” She states:

In the department that I was in with the fellow Latino faculty member, somehow two Latino faculty members is enough. Well, why is it that two Latino faculty members is enough and it's not enough to have 15 White faculty members? So, on the one hand, they're saying, “Well, you know, we can't use quotas,” but on the other hand, “Oh, you know, you've already got two. Why do you want another one?” So, .... understand the racial dynamics of that. (Puerto Rican, female)

The quota systems for URMs tend to occur in traditional disciplinary fields (rather than in racial/ethnic studies) where the “only one” syndrome prevails in a department or even a college. This can lead to URM faculty being clustered in ethnic studies fields, undermining institutional efforts to foster diversity and inclusion. In other words, if white faculty in various departments police hiring and artificially decrease the numbers of URM professors in their areas, it suggests that diversity is not valued across the board and that bias and stereotypic, implicit assumptions prevail. These assumptions may include that URM faculty are best suited for specific fields of study rather than being qualified intellectuals in a wide array of subjects. These data provide insight into the continued sparse representation of URMs in higher education and the resistance to hiring additional URMs in departments where there is already some representation. Importantly, while respondents attribute different causes to the perceived exclusionary behavior, common discriminatory practices are reported to be widespread and fairly universal in academia.

Many respondents perceived their workplace environment as hostile or not responsive to their career aspirations. For example, many reported feeling like there is no one in authority who can provide help and all too often felt that they had to resign themselves to accept certain situations. One respondent observed:

...the environment, in many regards, is more than hostile. And no one - and even the dean said even if my environment is less than ideal, what can he do to change it. He said people are treating me different than others. He said there's no policy that he can implement to make things better, even as dean of the school. If people are treating me differently than others, he couldn't - he can't do anything about it, so accept it. (African American, male)
Similarly, another African American male reflected on the institutionalized inequitable treatment of URM faculty:

> With the pay, the other folks whose pay are all substantially higher than mine are all White. So other folks’ pay have been adjusted, all White, who have gone in and talked with the chair, et cetera. I go in and make the same type of pleas, but I’m told, “You showed up on our doorstep looking for a job.” So that’s definitely not gender. I think that is more than likely race based. (African American, male)

These narratives serve as a powerful reminder that blatant and outright racism are part of the everyday experiences of URM faculty in academia.

Yet, not all faculty could conjure up clearly discriminatory experiences or reported that incidents were ignored. While respondents perceived both outright racism and blatant microaggressions, there were also instances that were described as more subtle. When asked about their experiences of discrimination, some of the participants struggled to name and identify experiences as racism or discrimination. Oftentimes their experiences were described as “subtle, nuanced, and insidious.” A Mexican American male discussed the multilayered microaggressions on his campus:

> Instances of racism are really hard to pin down, because they’re so complex. I think, to some degree, the criterion that is used to assess students before they get admitted—that’s what? Institutional apparatus...The one thing I think, in terms of racism or discrimination or prejudice in the academy that I’ve noticed in our department...whenever we were discussing candidates for the positions, one phrase that would consistently pop up, when people, I would argue, were being prejudiced or discriminatory, was “quality of mind.” So that sort of would be used as a phrase to assess somebody who didn’t meet the rigorous set of standards and expectations that the academy must abide by. Usually, they were candidates of color. They would start talking about these aspects, but “quality of mind” would be the term.

An African American female discussed her work environment as toxic yet stated that since microaggressions were not blatant, they were ignored. She states:

> The environments in which we work are hostile, less than supportive, and infected with various microaggressions. These types of assaults, which are done by students and colleagues, ARE very demoralizing and are ignored by superiors because they are not blatant. However, they are toxic to the minds and spirits of minorities within academe who love our careers but find the environments in which we work less than supportive. (Web-Based Survey Comments, African American, female, emphasis in original)

In response to these microaggressions, respondents reported fear of being accused of using the “race card” and thus preferred to identify race/ethnic assaults as subtle and nuanced yet insidious. Respondent narratives reveal an institutional space that is heavily invested in normalizing “whiteness” as a marker of authority, qualification, and suitability for faculty work, and conversely a highly racialized hierarchy. One African American male describes the white space in the following way:

> “In our department there kind of is the – the professors who are distinguished or so on, they’re seen as these White professors, right? And so students, many of these White students in particular who come to the program are—they’re here to work with these White professors. And so there’s that idea that the only good researchers, scholars in our program are White. And that’s the way the White professors act as well.”
Consequently, respondents report being witness or subjected to statements on a regular basis that suggest that their racial/ethnic status—and that of other candidates for faculty positions—marks them as distinct, different, and unable to fit or integrate fully into the institutional structure. These derogatory comments regarding qualifications of a URM student or faculty undermine a sense of belonging and inclusion in the university.

**Manifest through Devaluation of Accomplishments**

Respondents observed that one of the ways that discrimination and racism manifests is through the devaluation of accomplishments and credentials as well as the questioning of the competence and successes of URM faculty. Perceptions of discrimination, such as the presumption of incompetence, emerged in the narratives, including suggestions that URM faculty were “target of opportunity” hires; were going to need extra help; and their credentials were not meritorious enough. Respondents were often unsettled by colleagues’ explanations for their presence. The following quotes highlight these incidents:

- But most of the time, in my work settings, I think it's been more of the, “Oh, wow, you can actually do this job, even though you're [Chicano, etc.],” which I don't know if that's racism. I think it is. (Mexican American, female)

- I believe in affirmative action. I think it’s necessary and yet I think it’s a double-edged sword. Because if you get into a good school, people say, “Did you get in because you’re an affirmative action person?” You know, it’s okay to be a legacy person, a legacy admit, but it’s not good to be an affirmative action admit. Or is it, “Are you really as good as us, or are you just here because of affirmative action?” (Mexican American, female)

Another African American female respondent speaks to indirect devaluing but with serious embedded group-driven racial overtones. She states:

- So the day I quit we were having a meeting, the guy who thinks he is best friends with me said to me: “You know, I just really think that once we get this achievement gap thing under wraps or whatever, America can move forward. Once we get those Black kids achieving, America can really meet its potential.” I was like Wow. So I just got up, left and never came back.

Devaluing is an especially pernicious discriminatory practice. It is a historic, stereotypic perception that is structurally embedded in the normative institutional climate. These narratives affirm the importance of disaggregating the multiple categories of diversity and critically attending to coconstituted identities that are inscribed into institutional perceptions in detrimental ways: either that URMs get a position due to their race/ethnicity rather than merit or have a position whereby they are expected to represent the entire racial/ethnic group.

**Representing Diversity Burden and Racial/Ethnic Tax**

URM faculty face tremendous pressure to “represent” and to engage in service and committee activities that require significant sacrifices of their time in addition to teaching and mentoring URM students, because they are often the one person on campus who can “check the box” (see also Wingfield 2013). As the sole URM representative on committees or in meetings, URM faculty face the pressure to represent the voice of diversity and/or the indignity of being expected to speak for all URM students or faculty. Faculty recognizes that there is an inequitable division of service work and that while they are expected to carry the greater load, these activities are not rewarded or accorded value during promotion and tenure review. These events are also indicative of institutional racism. Such marginalized work is not expected of white faculty members because it is not considered important. Many
respondents spoke about the burden of diversity work. Two in particular capture the sentiment and voice of respondents regarding this topic:

She [administrator] emails me and the other black professor. There are only two of us in the whole school. .... and she says, “I'm meeting with such and such on this day for lunch and I'd like for you to join us.” Well it's summer. We're not employees of the University in the summer. In the e-mail she said he does something with diversity. Well one thing that's nice in our school is that there are quite a few people who “do diversity,” other types of gender primarily, disability and employment. So we have quite a cluster of people who “do diversity.” ....... we do race primarily. So I just gently reminded her, “There are other people—there are many other people in the school who do diversity. So you might consider inviting them.” So then she calls me and badgers. She’s just like, “I need you to do this. Well the Dean is expecting you to do stuff like this and I'm going to have a conversation with him.” Then finally she just— “Look, he's black. I'm going to have to talk to this guy and it's just going to be me and this other White woman and I need somebody there.” I'm like, “You have broken so many laws it's not even funny.” Of course I don't say this to her but I'm like, “You know what? I cannot make it. I'm really sorry.” (African American, female)

How our colleagues are treated at this institution has a huge toll on the rest of us. Less brown/black faces also means more work for the rest of us that are here. The negative racial climate on my campus results in emotional tolls as well as serious drains on our time. (Web-Based Survey comments, African American, female)

A significant corpus of work has illuminated the normative expectations that URM faculty “do the work” of diversity, particularly in PWI where URM faculty are the most severely underrepresented. Although race/ethnicity was reported as a major barrier to a sense of belonging, it oftentimes served as the university's trump card for embracing diversity. One Mexican American male describes eloquently the dilemma for URM faculty and the benefits to the institution:

But the institutional challenge, on the other hand, is that we have a dean who has been around for a while, who there is a consensus among most under-represented faculty, that she doesn’t value diversity unless it can look good on paper or can be used as a vehicle for getting money from someone.

While such diversity work is deemed extremely valuable to the overall institution, its benefit and value to the career path of URM faculty is minimal in the tenure and promotion process. While this puts a significant additional burden on URM faculty, it also has a significant impact of “freeing” up white faculty from “diversity” work and allowing them to focus on work that has value for tenure and promotion.

The data presented here reveal an especially injurious dynamic within everyday processes in the university environment and the ways in which they are racialized. In as much as URM faculty are stereotyped as undeserving, unskilled, and unsuited for faculty positions, they are also highly visible and exposed because of their racial/ethnic status. Their heightened visibility makes them very conspicuous when it comes to university service. The emotional labor required to confront frequent microaggressions combined with demanding diversity service may partly explain the lower retention rates of URM academics.

**Discussion and Conclusions**
The data reveal three important findings on experiences of discrimination across race/ethnic groups: (1) significant levels of outright, blatant, and subtle race/ethnic discrimination; (2) devaluing of competency and merit coupled with an injurious burden of excessive diversity work; and (3) URM Latino participants reported higher gender and class discrimination than their African American counterparts. Our study provides unique insights into discriminatory practices prevalent in PWI and illuminates the particular ways that URMs encounter the effects of institutional racism from colleagues and supervisors. The language used by respondents highlights the difficulties associated with identifying and describing racialized practices in a context where the dominant discourse is one of “color blindness” and “postracialism” (Bonilla-Silva 2009). Although URMs have gained entry into faculty and administrator ranks, our findings confirm that respondents continue to experience barriers to full inclusion within academic institutions and experience a variety of microaggressions, including implicit and explicit racism and discrimination, a sense of isolation—and a devaluing of their research, which can negatively affect physical and mental well-being (Araujo and Borell 2006; Lewis, Cogburn, and Williams 2015; Mays, Cochran, and Barnes 2007; Williams and Williams-Morris 2000) and the rate of workplace retention (Alex-Assensoh 2003; Allison 2008; Hassouneh et al. 2014; Robinson 2014; Rockquemore and Laszloffy 2008).

Despite some public perceptions of academia as a liberal bastion, respondents report feeling like outsiders and interlopers in the workplace due to blatant, outright, and insidious forms of institutional racism that permeate their daily lives. Yet respondents also report difficulty in describing their experiences, as the manifestations of racism are more covert and reflect “color-blind” racial ideology (Bhopal and Jackson 2013). Perceived discrimination has been interpreted as: subjective; hypersensitivity on the part of the historically underrepresented person; and/or an unintended comment that meant no harm. Whites often dismiss racially problematic statements or actions as simple jokes or unimportant asides to which minorities—and some whites—overreact (Picca and Feagin 2007). Although many respondents describe interactions and behaviors that reflect racialized stereotypes, biases, and cultural assumptions, they express doubt and uncertainty about labeling these as race-associated interpersonal and institutional practices. They encounter colleagues and supervisors who suggest that their racial/ethnic status makes them unqualified and unintelligent and experience a crisis of legitimacy as a result, yet simultaneously express discomfort at the idea of attributing these processes to racial dynamics. Though much of the literature on race/ethnicity discusses the ways that shifting paradigms have created complicated rhetorical language and discourses around issues of race and inequality (see Bonilla-Silva 2009; Valdez 2015), these studies often focus on the ways whites are unable to reconcile declarations of “color blindness” with statements that reflect racial stereotypes and a desire to maintain their privilege. Despite being on the receiving end of various manifestations of racial/ethnic inequality, respondents also express ambiguity about whether these instances genuinely qualify as racism, which perhaps serves as a protective mental health mechanism. Myths abound in the master narratives that URMs are quick to “play the race card,” yet this study demonstrates that they may be less likely or willing to identify disparate treatment as racist or discriminatory. Ultimately, the unwillingness and inability to identify racist practices likely contributes to the perpetuation of such practices, and makes cessation difficult. These data may also suggest the presence of avoidance behavior, particularly among men, as a critical strategy of survival, resistance, and self-protection, given that tenured faculty must work with their department colleagues, often for extended periods of time.

Across racial/ethnic groups, females overall report higher percentages of all forms of discrimination and unequal treatment than their male counterparts; Mexican American and Puerto Rican women are more likely to report all three types of discrimination compared to African American women; and “Being left out of opportunities” was attributed predominantly to race/ethnicity. Notably, Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans were more likely than African Americans to report class discrimination, which may be associated with these Latino subgroups being more likely to be the first in their families to graduate high school and complete college (Hurtado et al. 2008) and experience heightened sensitivity to degrading discriminatory practices. In this study, over 55 percent of African Americans had mothers and fathers who had completed graduate degrees compared to about 12 percent of Latino subgroup parents who had completed a graduate degree. Thus, it may be that class privileges conferred greater social capital and cultural resources to African American faculty than their Latino counterparts, enabling them to navigate professional workplace settings more effectively (Bourdieu 1986; Lareau 2000).
A modest but significant body of knowledge has demonstrated that URM women specifically compared to URM men report higher role overload, report higher expectations to be available to students and perceive strong pressures to engage in “diversity service” (Harley 2008; Lugo-Lugo 2012; Niemann 2012). Yet, they often perform their roles under the guise of “presumed incompetence” (Gutiérrez y Muhs et al. 2012). African American and Mexican American women report the most upset by these incidents, while African American and Mexican American men report the lowest levels of upset. These gender differences may suggest higher work demands for women, or a higher sensitivity to these issues. Data may also suggest that males are less likely to report discrimination and racism due to not wanting to complain or a learned ability to cope by ignoring daily incidents of racism. Anecdotal data and other studies have found that URM men frequently face misidentification and suspicion of not belonging in a white space (Nadal et al. 2014; Smith, Yosso, and Solórzano 2007; Wingfield 2013). These data provoke the question: are URM men compared to URM women more or less protected in academic workplace settings? Noteworthy observation is that more women than men are graduating from college and they outnumber men in college faculty (in 2013, African American females represented 6.8% of faculty versus 4.3% males and Latino women represented 4.5% versus 3.9% males) (U.S. Department of Education 2015). Further research inquiry regarding whether institutional racism is a deterrent to academic careers for URM men is called for to explore how racism manifests itself in the lives of URM males and its impact on their retention.

A plethora of evidence demonstrates that racism and all its manifestations are an integral part of workplace settings, especially higher education institutions (Essien 2003; Moore 2008; Wingfield and Alston 2014). These findings lend support to Hill-Collins’ (2015) assertion that intersectionality can help illuminate power relations, as well as to Lewis, Cogburn, and Williams’ (2015) contention that intersectional factors are understudied but matter in shaping discrimination. By showing the ways that discrimination is experienced intersectionally rather than uniformly across racial/ethnic groups, this article key differences in the ways various groups may understand and attach importance to mechanisms that maintain their marginalization in academia. Institutional racism presents a heavy burden for URM faculty that results in daily vigilance and anticipatory stress. Respondents experience anger, frustration, doubt, guilt, or sadness when they encounter microaggressions, as well as feelings of distress when relaying their stories (Sue et al. 2008). Yet, their emotional responses are carefully policed in these work environments (Wingfield 2010). We argue that these experiences create a productivity taxation due to the emotional labor required to sustain racialized assault with disciplined or no response. These racialized experiences impact productivity and the ability to navigate academic demands and may be associated with lower retention rates.

To potentially ameliorate the challenges facing URM faculty (Bhopal and Jackson 2013; Whittaker, Montgomery, and Martinez Acosta 2015), many universities express a commitment to building a diverse faculty and will often mention in recruitment ads that they enthusiastically welcome applications from underrepresented minorities (Zanoni et al. 2010). However, the findings shed light on the challenges associated with both recruitment and retention. In as much as, historically, racial/ethnic minorities with multiple social statuses of historic disadvantage or intersectionalities report increased stress associated with discriminatory behaviors from their white colleagues, universities need to devote greater attention to creating more hospitable work environments for their URM faculty. Bland statements about welcoming and appreciating diversity are not sufficient to counteract the behaviors that create inhospitable environments (See Acosta-Belén and Bose 2012; Moreno et al. 2006). However, university leadership can use this opportunity to reward the creation of equitable work environments in colleges, schools, departments, and programs.

Universities can take specific steps to make the campus culture and climate more welcoming including leadership development, safe spaces for professional skill development, and mentoring committees. The cultivation of URM faculty in administrative leadership positions committed to ensuring equitable treatment in hiring practices such as cluster hiring, promotion, and tenure processes, and service expectations can promote more hospitable institutional practices (Moreno et al. 2006). Commitments must be expressed verbally, both within the university and in the public eye, through policy, and embedded in the unspoken university culture (University of California Hastings College of the Law n.d.). Other important recommendations include providing safe skill-building spaces for publication and grant development. A recent approach that has proven successful is a one-week training...
Intersectional Qualitative Research Methods Institute (IQRMI) for URM scholars at the University of Maryland in methods and navigation skills in inhospitable environments. IQRMI aims to validate the research agendas of early career faculty, and provide safe intellectual space and ways to counteract prior negative experiences to enhance career success (www.crge.umd.edu/iqrmi/index.html). Another potential solution is the development of mentoring launch committees for URM faculty. These programs require full support at the institutional and departmental level and include the chair of the department, an external member, a senior colleague who is interested in the mentee’s work, and a departmental senior colleague. In these committees, mentors are selected to promote their mentees’ ideas, intellect, political wisdom, and professional commitments (Thompson 2008; Zambrana et al. 2015). Moreover, incentives (economic or release time) must be part of a program in which URM faculty are linked with senior colleagues who can provide advice, feedback, and training, a strategy that has shown moderate success in corporate settings (Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006) and foundation sponsored academic programs. These efforts could go a long way to offset the discriminatory experiences described in this article, as well as contribute to a shared effort for institutional change, higher retention rates, and a sense of belonging.

Endnotes

- An earlier version of this article was presented at the Eastern Sociological Society in Baltimore, MD on February 21, 2014. We wish to thank Dr. Laura A. Logie for project management, and Ms. Wendy Hall for manuscript preparation. We are especially grateful to Dr. Debra J. Pérez, former Vice President for Research and Evaluation at AECF for her support, guidance, and enthusiasm about this study. Finally, and most importantly, we want to thank the URM faculty across the United States who participated in the study.
- Funding for this research was initially provided by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF), Grant #68480, the University of Maryland Tier 1 Seed Grants, Division of Research, Faculty Incentive Program, and is currently supported by the Annie E. Casey Foundation (AECF) (#214.0277).
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